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(LOS ANGELES, CA) - Open Mind Art Space is pleased to present A Thousand Year Night, a mixed media 
installation by returning artist, Matt Allison. A reception for the artist will be held on Saturday, December 15th 
from 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM. The installation will be set up in the gallery’s front window display and viewable from 
the sidewalk 24 hours a day, for a period of one week from December 14th to December 21st, 2018. The 
gallery space will be closed for the duration of the installation. 

A Thousand Year Night is the newest installation from Matt Allison’s ongoing body of work inspired by the 
1959 novel Alas, Babylon. Set in the artist’s home state of Florida, the story follows the survivors of a nuclear 
apocalypse who struggle to rebuild their lives on a rural orange orchard. For his installation, Matt will create a 
makeshift garden vignette that intertwines objects from the story’s 1950’s survivalist plot line with objects from 
his own childhood, resulting in a piece that’s rooted in memory yet still alarmingly applicable to society’s 
present reality. 
 
To commemorate A Thousand Year Night a limited edition print of Allison’s photograph High Water Mark will 
be available for purchase at the opening reception.  A portion of the sales will be donated to The Waterkeeper 
Alliance, a global nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving and protecting clean water. 
 
Matt Allison is a collector and (re)arranger of objects. In a culture increasingly obsessed with immaterial 
content and virtual realities, he remains dedicated to uncovering the stories contained within stuff. His practice 
is particularly informed by the unexpected object pairings that come from “DIY” repurposing projects and 
homegrown interventions. Matt was a co-manager of the experimental art space OPAQ, and is the co-founder 
of Sea Farm City and MNK Studio which operate in Downtown Los Angeles. He received his BFA from Ringling 
College of Art and Design in 2004, and his MFA from the University of California, Santa Barbara in 2015. In 
2017, Matt redirected his art and curatorial practice to serve social justice and environmental protection 
causes; most recently he staged a collaborative exhibition with fellow Open Mind Art Space artist Matthew 
Usinowicz in Jacksonville, FL to support the ACLU of North Florida just days before midterm elections.
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